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About the Company
Four Men. Four Microphones. No Instruments. Start with a playlist that
covers jazz, popular music, doo-wop, even classical. Add in four guys who
can’t help but have fun. The result is a show that has something for
everyone: instrumental imitation, sophisticated harmonies, and engaging
audience interaction. This winning formula has earned CADENCE
international recognition as “one of the finest quartets to make an
appearance in the acappella scene.”
Since the group formed back in 1998, they have toured the globe, making
stops in Singapore, Berlin, and New York City. Their recordings Frost Free
(2000) and Twenty for One (2005) were each nominated for Juno Awards,
and they are currently working on album number three. CADENCE has also
had the honour of singing with vocal maestro Bobby McFerrin in 2003 at the
Montreal Jazz Festival, and in 2005 at Roy Thomson Hall.

About the Boys
Carl Berger has been involved in the Canadian
music scene for over 20 years, and has been
singing a cappella since high school. After tours
of duty with such groups as the Toronto
Orpheus Choir, York University’s Wibijazz’n’,
and the all-male a cappella outfit No Band
Here, Carl decided to explore the “four-man
format” and co-founded the vocal band
CADENCE. Carl is a graduate of Arts York and
the York University music program, where he
earned his degree in ethnomusicology and jazz
piano under the tutelage of Phil Dwyer, Mike
Murley and Mark Eisenman. When he's not
performing with Cadence, he maintains a busy
schedule teaching piano, guitar, voice and
saxophone. Carl is also an avid photographer.

Aaron Jensen is a multifaceted vocalist, instrumentalist,
composer, arranger, instructor, actor, and music
director. Over the years Aaron has sung in a variety of
groups including the eighty voice Amadeus Choir, the
South African song and gumboot quartet Dina Ledi, the
renaissance octet Voci Strane, and the mixed a cappella
choir, WIBI, which he also currently directs. In the
summer of 2006 his new full length musical O.E.D.
Dementia, Devotion and the Writing of the Oxford
English Dictionary was premiered at the E. A. Rawlinson
Centre for the Arts where it was met with critical and
public acclaim. When not singing with Cadence, Aaron
keeps busy as a television voice artist, an arranger and
a life model. Over the years he has appeared in over
thirty plays and musicals. Aaron is a graduate of York
University, where he studied composition, percussion,
jazz piano and predicate logic.

Originally from Charlottetown, PEI, Kurt Sampson’s
musical endeavors began at the age of 11 with the
trombone, guitar, and singing, and eventually
moved on to include the bass, drums, and piano. At
17, he moved to Montreal to study jazz music at McGill
University where he majored in trombone performance
and recently finished his master’s degree. While in
Montreal, Kurt had the opportunity to teach at the
University, directing one of McGill’s widely-acclaimed
jazz orchestras. Some of his other experiences include
singing, beat-boxing, and directing vocal ensembles
such as Tonal Ecstasy, Voice Box and Ardesco. Having
performed across North America, Europe and the
Caribbean, Kurt has gained experienced in many
musical disciplines. He’s also taken part in numerous
festivals, workshops and camps in Canada. In addition
to his shows with Cadence, Kurt continues playing
trombone, arranging and composing music, contributing
to Canada’s jazz scene, and supporting all facets of
music.

Ross Lynde has been performing live since he was a
teenager. He started out learning the guitar, and
quickly progressed to trumpet and piano while playing
in different groups, school productions, rock bands and
recording projects. After a brief hiatus from the music
scene, Ross returned to study piano, vocal
improvisation, and world music with Casey Sokol and
Trichy Sankaran. He graduated from York University
with a Music degree and a new job as second tenor in
CADENCE; having sung with Carl in Wibijazz’n’ while at
York, it was a logical next step. Ross remains active in
the Toronto Rock’n’Roll scene playing guitar and piano
with the original and Top-40 band Shemp, and teaches
guitar on the side.

Introduction to Teacher’s Guide
Welcome to the CADENCE study guide!
CADENCE loves performing for children, and all our performances and educational
activities are based on these principles:

• Singing is universal: every culture in the world sings.
• Singing is inclusive: it is something we can all do, no matter how “talented” or
experienced we are.

• Singing is unlimited: any sound, any instrument, can be recreated with the voice.
• Singing is fun: If you don’t believe us, just watch us when we perform!
The voice is our first instrument. But singing is not just for the choir: many musical
concepts, such as rhythm and dynamics, can be taught initially through the voice.
Singing it first eliminates the added dimension of thinking about embouchure, fingering,
etc.
This guide is meant to be used in conjunction with the provided Sampler CD. Activities
are divided in two ways: by age designation (Kindergarten to Intermediate), and class
type: music class, or regular class. You don’t need to be a music teacher to take
advantage of many of these activities. To hear more examples of our music, talk to us
about our debut CD “Frost Free”, or our brand-new CD.
These activities serve as a good lead-up to the show: they will help enrich and add
context to the concert experience. They could also be explored afterwards as follow-up to
the performance.
“Field experience” is an invaluable tool for CADENCE. We would love to hear feedback
from you as to its effectiveness. If our suggested activities lead to further ideas,
wonderful! Please send them along, and we will give credit in future editions of the
Guide.
Enjoy, and have fun!

Carl, Aaron, Ross and Kurt
CADENCE
www.cadence-unplugged.com

“Instruments are for Surgeons”

History of Modern A Cappella Music

The voice is our first and oldest instrument, so it’s no surprise
that the history of a cappella music is as old as music itself.
The music that CADENCE sings could be called
contemporary a cappella group singing. We just call it fun.
Whatever you call it, here’s where it all came from…

A-ca-what?
“Cappella” is the Italian word for church, and a cappella means “church-style” or “from the
chapel”. In the early days of the European Christian tradition, instruments were not allowed in
the church: only singing was allowed. So, the name a cappella stuck, but now it means “singing
without instruments”. Examples of this in-the-church a cappella music can still be found in
some church choirs. Synagogues and Muslim temples also have “cantors” who sing the prayers,
and Buddhist and Hindu temples often have priests who half-sing and half-talk the prayers.

Pope Greg and Beyond
Probably the best-known old-fashioned a cappella music is Gregorian Chant, starting around
the ninth century. The music was monophonic, meaning that everybody sang the same part.
Later, they developed the idea of singing the same words, but different notes, at the same time:
this was called homophonic, and that’s when harmony was born.
Things got even fancier in the thirteenth century and onwards. People started singing different
words, and notes, at the same time: this was called polyphonic music. Also, we start hearing
more about popular music of the time: while they were singing things like motets in the church,
outside the church people were singing things like madrigals, which might be about anything.
(Lost of stuff about love, much like modern music!)

Fast Forward…
… to the United States, a hundred years ago.
Church choirs were still happening, but outside
that, men were getting together in small groups
to sing what was called “Barbershop Music”.
(It wasn’t all about haircuts: barbershops were
also places where men would hang out
together). Usually the music had four parts, and
they’d sing music that was popular at the time.
“Barbershoppers” liked the music so much that
they built a big club to keep the music going
even today. They also developed an all-female
version of the club called the “Sweet
Adelines”.

In the 1920s and following, we start seeing other types of music being done a cappella.
A group from Germany called the Comedian Harmonists started singing jazz. Groups like the
Mills Brothers (who sometimes also used guitar), and the Golden Gate Quartet sang
contemporary jazz, blues and spirituals.

Scoodly-wop-ba-dee-bop, Oh-bop-sh’bam
It was around this time that groups started really looking at making instrument sounds with their
voices instead of always singing words. This kind of thing was happening in instrumental music
as well, with people like jazz trumpeter Louis Armstrong singing “scat solos”, meaning
nonsense sounds that sounded more like instruments. Some of the popular music at this time was
big-band jazz — vocal groups often took the ideas of the big-band horns, and sang them instead.
The 1950s and 1960s saw groups like the Persuasions doing “doo-wop” music, which was
similar to the current style of instrumental music. Now, instead of being a different style of
music, a cappella music started developing alongside instrumental popular music, and they
exchanged ideas with each other.
The 1970s saw some interesting changes in a cappella music. Changes in recording technology
made it possible for singers to record themselves many times over in the same song (called
overdubbing), singing different parts. This helped groups like the Singers Unlimited. Though
there were only four singers, they often recorded songs that had eight parts or more.

The One-Man Band
Possibly the greatest modern influence on
a cappella music today is a singer named
Bobby McFerrin. He sounds like a oneman band: singing low bass notes, then
high trumpet notes, and guitar sounds in
between – all at once. Bobby McFerrin
not only shows the world that singing is
limitless – he is always coming up with
new ways to use his voice to make music.

No Limits
In the last twenty years, contemporary a cappella music has gone just about everywhere you
could think of: from soft jazz to heavy metal, from drum sounds to guitars and violins. Rather
than being a single style of music, every style of music can be done a cappella. And, you can find
it all over the world: from CADENCE in Canada, to the Idea of North in Australia, to Chin
Para in Japan. It just goes to show – with the voice, there are no limits!

Track #1: Straighten Up and Fly Right

About the Piece
Straighten Up and Fly Right was written by pianist/vocalist Nat King Cole and performed by his
jazz trio in the 1940s. It is a classic example of 1940s swing music. Swing music was often
performed by small groups like Nat King Cole’s (piano, bass, guitar), and also by big dance
bands with up to twenty musicians. The CADENCE version takes concepts from both the trio
style, and the big-band style.

What To Listen For (K-I)

•
•
•
•

Horns (introduction)
String Bass (throughout)
Trombone, muted trumpet (solos 2 and 3 in middle)
Guitar (chenk-chenk-chenk during solos)

Musical Concepts (J-I)

•
•
•

“big-band” sounding horns in the introduction “ba do ya dood’n’ doo dn doot dat”
brass “shots” in chorus: “Straighten up and fly right… ba doodn doo dat… dat”
“walking” bass (typical of jazz music) during solos

Instrumental Examples of Swing Music
King Cole Trio, Count Basie Orchestra, Benny Goodman Orchestra, Oscar Peterson Trio

Other Activities:
Discuss the different instrument sounds mentioned above. What makes them sound different?
Discuss concepts like timbre, note articulation (ie “bop” vs “chenk”), dynamics, and note length
(sustained vs percussive). Note that the voice is the only “instrument” that can do them all!
With a class: Have students form small groups. Each group picks an instrument sound and a
simple song, like “Happy Birthday” or “O Canada”, and sings to the class in that instrument
sound. Anything goes!
With a choir: try taking an existing choir song and “orchestrate it”. Take away the words and
sing with instrument sounds, with students choosing the instruments and making up the sounds.
The song could be broken up into sections, with each section sung like guitars, or strings, or brass
instruments. Or, try dividing the instruments by part: sopranos sing trumpet, while altos sing like
a piano, etc.

Track #2: Spinning Wheel
About the Piece
Spinning Wheel was first performed by Canadian singer David Clayton Thomas and his band
Blood, Sweat and Tears. Spinning Wheel is an example of late 1960s/early 1970s rhythm and
blues/soul music, and also represents a bridge between the older big-band jazz sound and present
day rock/pop music. The CADENCE rendition stays true to the original with a big vocal horn
section, and a change to a jazz feel in the middle.

Instrumental Examples of Big-Band R+B/Soul:
Chicago, Lighthouse, Tower of Power

What to Listen For (K-J)
•
•
•
•

Big-band horns (throughout)
Big trombone slide (near the middle)
Drums, including drum solo (before verse 3)
funky “slap-bass” break near end

Other Musical Concepts (J-I)
•
•

“word painting” in music. The “spinning wheel” represents a circus carousel. Notice how
the music at the end sounds circus-like.
Much of contemporary a cappella music is about taking existing music and “translating”
it to the human voice. This is a particularly good example, as the vocal arrangement is
very close to the original version. Play the original version, then the CADENCE version,
and invite discussion on how the parts are translated to the voice.

Track # 3: All Star
About the Piece
All Star is a recent hit by the rock band
Smashmouth, and was featured in the motion
picture “Shrek”. The Smashmouth version is a
typical rock song, with electric guitar,
keyboards, bass and drums. The CADENCE
rendition is an example of the modern
a cappella vocal style.

What to Listen For (K-I)
a) electric guitars
(throughout)

b) drums

c) record-scratching and other sound
effects (in middle breakdown)

Other Musical Concepts (J-I)
•
•
•

Dynamics: differences between softer verses, louder choruses, and the middle
breakdown (with whistling, but no drums)
Form: identify/outline verses, choruses, and breakdown. Count the number of bars:
notice how most are round numbers (4, 8, 16)
Songwriting techniques: Discuss different variations used to make the verses and
choruses sound different:
o Example 1: different guitar parts in verse 1 and verse 3
o Example 2: third chorus is a little shorter than the first two choruses (7 bars
instead of 8)

Activities with a class OR choir: Make Your Own Drumkit (K-I)
Discuss the basic makeup of a modern drumkit. As a class, teach students the following pattern,
made up of the bass drum, snare drum and hi-hats.

Next, split the class into four groups. Have one group sing the chorus (they’ll know it!), while the
others sing the drum parts. Then, switch.

A Cappella Music from Around the World
Cultures from all across the world have their own styles of a cappella music.
Here is a very small sampling from around the world.
• From Cuba: Vocal Sampling. Modern vocal adaptation of traditional
son and salsa music.
• From South Africa: Ladysmith Black Mambazo. A mix of traditional
and modern South African style.
• From the Republic of Georgia: Kavkazia*. Traditional three-part
Georgian folk songs.
• From Sweden: the Real Group. Modern
jazz and traditional Swedish folk songs.
• From Bulgaria: Folk Scat.
• From the Inuit culture of Canada: Nukariik. Traditional Inuit
throat-singing. A unique sound: not only a form of music, but also a
type of contest between the performers!
* Kavkazia is based in Canada, but performs exclusively traditional Georgian music.

Websites Devoted to A Cappella Music
•
•
•
•

Primarily A Cappella:
Mainely A Cappella:
Barbershop Society
And, of course:

www.singers.com
www.a-cappella.com
www.spebsqsa.org
www.cadence-unplugged.com

CADENCE’s Top Five Vocal Warmups

Warmups are essential for a good rehearsal: even five minutes in an alreadytoo-short lunch hour rehearsal will help.
Warmups help in three ways:
• Warming Up the Body
Singing is a very physical exercise,
and relies on a good physical mindset
to get good sound.
• Warming Up the Ears
Good choral singing is reliant upon the group’s ability to focus on each
other and to listen. This may seem obvious, but warmups can help singers
remember how to listen.
• Warming Up the Mind
How often are rehearsals at lunchtime or right after school, when singers
are, well, a little squirrelly? Warmups can get focus happening quickly,
and help ensure that the short practice time is well used.

Why are we doing this, anyway?
Understanding the purpose of each exercise is essential to doing it well.
Each exercise has a different focus: we’ll give the “why” for each one, and
we recommend telling the singers, too.
These are only a few of the hundreds of exercises out there. Feel free to add
them to your own collection. Though numbered, they can be done in any
order. If you have any that work particularly well, let us know, and we’ll add
them to the next edition of the Guide!

Warmup #1: Vowels and Resonators
Why: breath control and vowels. Good breath control helps with intonation
and dynamics, as well as length of phrasing. This exercise is a good place to
talk about the difference between “talking vowels” (Fine for speech, but
often tight and nasal), and singing vowels (more open and round). Since it’s
fairly slow, it’s also good for counting and more accurate rhythm.
How: repeat, ascending and descending chromatically. Make sure the
singers don’t forget the “mm” between vowels: they help make the face
resonate.

Warmup #2: Bouncy and Smooth

Why: a combination of things…
Vowels: strive for a smooth ee with a little “ih”-sound: not too “spread”.
Support: the staccato ahs in the middle help with diaphragm-singing.
Rhythm: it’s easy to rush the short notes. Beware!
Intonation: it is quite challenging to find the next key when descending.
How: Ascending and descending chromatically. Pay attention to the
alternation of staccato and legato phrases.

Warmup #3: A-round the Scale
Why: great for listening in part-singing, blending and intonation. In theory,
the exercise should end on a unison.
How: have the group sing a descending scale slowly, repeat the bottom note,
and ascend. After doing it together, try it as a two- three- or four-part round,
depending on the abilities of the group. Each part comes in two notes after
the last. Listen to the resulting triads and tetrads as they build.

Warmup #4: Bella Signora

Why: great for round, “bel canto” vowel sounds. Also a great full-vocalrange exercise. It’s also energetic and fun, especially after high-focus earoriented exercises.
How: Ascending and descending chromatically.

Warmup #5: “Big Black Bears”
Why: physical face-movement, enunciation and articulation. It’s also a fun tonguetwister.
This one is not for mind-focus or meticulous tone production, so have fun with it. It
makes for a good final warmup. Try singing it with a country-and-western twang!
How: Sing through, repeat ascending chromatically

